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.Route®

Making More Money Starts With The Right Plan
As your daily customer stops increase, so does the complexity of the 
planning process. How can you quickly calculate the most 
cost-effective route to your customer visits? mobi has developed a 
simple, elegant solution to solve this incredibly complicated problem.

We will get the right driver to the right stop at the right time and at 
the right cost. mobi’s routing solution uses your unique business 
objectives to determine which daily routes have the most favorable 
economic impact on your business. When creating your daily plan, 
choose from several optimization profiles to meet your daily goals, 

such as minimizing distance or increasing on-time arrivals.


Multi-Vehicle Routing
View each driver’s route on a map before 
sending them out on the road


Scalable, Simple, Cloud-based SaaS
Software as a service if you have 6 or 6,000 
daily stops.  No integration needed— fast, 
easy deployment


Support Your Business Needs
Time windows, overtime limits, and multiple 
planning goals are all available


Smart Routes
Quick and efficient routes that save you 
money


Optimized Plans
Visually compare plans with different goals
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Get more work 
done in a day

Eliminate 
paper routing

Reduce 
planning time

Operate 
cost-effectively

Decrease 
driving time

Improve customer 
satisfaction



.Route®

Optimize The Way Business Rolls
There are many things to consider when creating your daily plans — 
location, personnel skills, and costs to name a few. All those 
choices and decisions can be overwhelming.

mobi.Route helps you plan efficient routes that balance 
customer satisfaction and operational costs so you don’t get 
bogged down in the complexity of planning.

About mobiAbout mobi 
Founded in 1996, mobi’s location-based solutions and 
analytics help businesses drive down costs, increase 
customer satisfaction and improve productivity.

1.877.943.9433
info@mobicorp.com
www.mobicorp.com

The mobi Difference
mobi’s software solutions are flexible, giving 
you the ability to select applications that 
support your specific business needs and goals. 
Our modular products seamlessly connect to 
your existing applications.

Intuitive And Easy To Use In Just Five Easy Steps
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steers businesses to a more profitable future.
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